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INrRoDucTION 

. . 

Since presentation of Ontario’s Working Paper to the 14th Session 
of UNGEGN on the treatment of minority geographical names in 1989, the 
province has, under the aegis of the Ontario Geographic Names Board 
(OGNB) , moved into new and challenging policy and plethodological areas. 
New solutions are being applied to some old name treatment problems. 

The challenge of toponymic translation continues, and is cumntly 
being addressed by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources. As dis- 
cussed in earlier papers, the field.of toponymic translations, etc. lies 
jurisdictionally outside the tens of reference of the Ontario Geographic 
Names Board, names and translations being perceived as mtually exclus- 
ive. As Ontario’s major producer of large scale planimetric and topo- 
graphic maps (l:lO,OOO, 1:20,000, etc.) the Ministry requires new 
guidelines. Should such maps continue to show only official names? 
Where would the official renditions or translations be used? In seeking 
direction and an overall policy for the rendition of official names in 
forms acceptable to Ontario’s ti m. francophones in pqse-text applicat- 
ions as decreed by Ontario’s 1988 Interministerial Task Force on Biling- 
ualism in Toponymy, the Ministry comissioned a special project in 1991 
addressed to providing new directions in thc.field of toponymic translat- 
ion of official nomenclature. 

l’h main issues have emerged. the first relates to the impact of. techno- 
logical Change, the needs of digital mapping, Ministry CIS initiatives, 
etc. The second arises from the concomitant requirement for clearer, less 
ambigux~S guidelines for government translators who are currently confront- 
ed with the task of rendering official toponymic usage (names, orthograph- 
ies, officially and unofficially named cntity:extents, etc.) biZiqwc2. 
Such translations apply only to prose-text applications such as statutes, 
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petitions, reports, orders, contracts, brochures,- regulations 
and other provincial govemnt publications. 

The effect of the new linguistic legislation has been ordinat- 
ion of government wide bilingualization. Bilingual treatment of 
official (read government) donrmentation containing geographical 
names established in the English linguistic tradition involves 
much more than translation per se, whether the words concerned 
function as generics) specifics, or even as the actual names per 
se. A Member of important consequences flow from official adoption 
by the province of legislated priorities within a de facto multi- 
lingual/multicultural jurisdiction wherein the incumbent toponymic 
authority is on record as fully subscribing to the principle of 
univocity (one official name at one time per feature or place) in 
the treatment oT@@Eph+al nomenclature. 

There is perhaps no single aspect of Ontario-Geographic Names Board 
policy which has so caught the attention of other toponymic authorit- 
ies and jurisdictions as its implementation and interpretation of the 
univocity principle. Stan&rdization of multilingual areas wherein 
features and populated places carry two or more well established local 
names, sometimes in as many linguistic traditions (e.g. tiglish, French, 
Ojibway, Cree, etc.), calls for objective, una&iguous guidelines if a 
names author5ty is to be satisfied that in each name recommendation 
or decision the name in current, .well established majority usage is 
approved for official usage irrespective of linguistic or cultural 
origin Considerations. 

Perhaps no other policy application in Canadian toponymy has generated 
such a response in the management of name information in multilingual 
areas. Mapping agencies in both the private and public sectors who 
are attexqMng to cope with two or more language traditions within a 
conunon jurisdiction. 

An important’ attribute of of-iicially acknowledged names, whether approv- 
ed officiat forms or appzvued attemate fonns is that their application 
to the feature or place in question, i.e. the geographical extent(s) of 
the entity named is, in digital mapping, an atribute cartographically 
delimitable by means of coordinate values. bong before concerns over CIS 
wtiatives, toponyhic applications were effectively addressed graphic- 
ally. Xn the late- 19th century, Sir Henry Norton Stanley discovered, in - 
exploring the source of the Congo, that rivers,known to the Mambhe as the 
Chambezi, the Luapula, the Lualaba, and the Congo were all the same river. 
What was then resolved cartographically with judicious placement of rims 
rmrSt now be resolved by the introduction of closed polygons and virtual 
se-t% Rivers possess names Sony of which are official 4 whose extent 
applications are cartographically delimited and approved ‘by the appropri - 
ate names authority. The resurfacing of second and tertiary names for the 
sane river, but with different extent applications, brings with it other 
problems besides the names per se which, though acknowledged unofficial, 
do enjoy well established usage. Respecting the official forms, biliny- 
ualization, as envisioned by the authors of Ontario’s new language lcgis- 
lation, may wall include adoption of lexical equivalents, not excluding 
cxonymic forms* in the French tradition in order to render the appropriJtt 
prose-text applications acceptable to the francophone comunity. 
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French’language lexical equivalents represent, to an extent in 
North America which is the subject of research currently underway 
in Ontario, established French linguistic usage in parallel situat- 
ions not to be confused with translations per se. Many exonyms fall 
into this category of toponymic usage, sharing with officialized names 
in current local and/or cosznon usage that toponomustic denominator 
common to all authentic toponyms - cum(ency. 

The province of Ontario occupies an area of the earth’s surface greater 
than that covered by France and Spain combined. Yet it only recognizes 
some 57,000 official geographical names out of the vastly greater number of 
geographical, hydrographic &urban-topographical features whose numbers arc 
quite massive. Names of streets, roads, highways, parks, cemeteries, golf 
courses, fields, orchards, etc. do not, in Ontario, fall under the naming 
authority of the Minister of Natural Resources. However, the offializ- 
ation of names given to geographical features surveyed and mapped by 
the province such as lakes; rivers, islands, bays, points, ridges, 
valleys, etc. do lie within the Minister*s jurisdiction. Approval of 
or rescission or deletion of such names is based on the recommendations 
of the Ontario Geographic Names Board. The French Language Services Act 
is a provincial statute the provisions of which do not apply to sntmic- 
ipal jurisdictions - or the names and naming of their streets, parks 
and associated features making up the urban environment. 

Such features all have - indeed must have in the interests of- effective 
government and administration - official names. Such designations are 
governed by the appropriate rmrnicipal names and naming authoritr which 
is responsible for their treatment, and translation if and when such 
a decision is taken by the municipal government concerned. What is 
important to keep in mind in the context of this paper is the fact that, 
in the province of Ontario, such names are not treated as geographical 
names. 

In the interests of achieving a more acceptable rendition of official 
geographical names in French for prose-text application purposes, emph- 
asis is currently being placed on use of tFrench language equivalents’ 
wherever and whenever feasible instead of resorting to arbitrary trans- 
lations. It is estimated that 30% of the translations already authorized 

. of the province’s official toponymy (which, recent surveys shan, are not 
accepted by the majority of users in either the public or private sector) 
might be more effectively. treated, for the purposes of prose text applicat- 
ion, by use of exonymic and other established lexical equivalents. Nhcther 
such an approach proves acceptable to those who have objected to replace- 
ment of official and recognized forms in brochures, regulations, school 
texts, etc. remains to be seen. Equally critical is, of course, the re- 
sponse of the France-Cntarian, the less literate members of which commun- 
ity have been uncritical of the conventional generic translations of the 
past such as: ValEe Devil’s for Devil’s Glen, Lac Cleamater for Clear- 
water Lake, ‘etc. instead of Vall&e du Diable and Lac ‘i 1’Eau Claire. The 
response of the province’s francophone community to the Elinistry*s new 
translation policy will be closely monitored by other provinces and 
territories. 

Ontario h&s found itself confronted with formulating polic?ics and laying 
down procedural guidelines in face of the new language legislation, which, 
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among other considerations, required it to define new linguistic 
priorities, Not only priorities as to language, but also a sharpening 
of focus respecttig the relationship of name to language, and lang- 
uage to name. Questions such as Mich of the two is one to accord 
priority to, in terms of orthography vis+vis local usage? That of in- 
tegrity of the language or that of the name?’ In the English. language 
tradition, primacy is traditionally accorded the geographical name as 
formed and established in current local usage. In the French tradition 
the integrity of the language, at least in Canada, is accorded first 
priority in cases where a choice must be made bemen local or common 
usage and the integrity of the linguistic tradition of which each name 
is a part in detezmining which orthographic form is made official. 

Such considerations are impartant in determining French language equiv- 
alents for selected prose-text applications in keeping with Ontario’s 
French Language Services legislation. 

In the government’s delivee of services (especially within the comm- 
unications sphere of the French language), it has been impqrtant to 
recognize and work within the above linguistic and .toponymic priorities. 
In matters of providing French language equivalents (some of which are 
generic translations) responsibility has been delegated to the Ontario 
Ministry of Natural Resources, Such forms are not regarded as authentic 
names t not being sanctioned by usage, local or cormon, though in the 
fulness of the specific names do evolve and emerge from such forms 
once they are, in point of fact, sanctioned by local and/or common usage. 

Toponymic matters. involving the recordings processing, recommendation 
for approval or rescission, and promulgatxm of decisions on usage sanct- 
ioned names, lie *thin the jurisdictih and mandate of the Ontario Geo- 
graphic ms Board, Geographical name translation does not. 

In other words, the practice and function of official (i.e. governmental) 
translation of approved geographical names, whether addressed to specific 
(proper) or generic (common) elements of toponm or not, is a non OGXB 

’ 
activity and beyond the pale of cartographic toponymy as practiced in 
Ontario. The Ministry, which provides for the- OGNB and its Secretariat 
in its estimates, has, in the past 2 years addressed the legislative 
impact of the new language legislation in providing the requisite French 
language renditions, equivalents and translations for its bilingual dot- 
umentatio& ~plXGXl5ons and publications. The provision of such services 

_..-- has brought with it the need to differentiate between documents wherein 
Only official names are used and those in which, m&r the provisions of 
Task Force Report of 1988, they are not mandatory. 

ONTARIO mNISTRY OF NA’IURAL RESOURCES F’OLICX ON 
OFFIcIAf, MAP BILINCfUALIZKI’ION 

In 1988 Ontario established guidelines for the bilingualization of 
maps which, under the terms of reference adopted by the Intcxministerial 
Task Force on Bilingualism in Toponymy, it defines as offi&al. 

The Ministry’s guidelines address all maps produced by the Ministry for 
the general public - not those designed for internal use. The guidelines 
apply t0 the following map series: (a) maps of the Ontario Basic bhpping 
Progrm (largely at scaxcs of l:lO,OOO and 1: 20,000) p (b) maps of thq 
Territorial Scrics, and Cc) maps of the Provincial Series. 
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The guidelines were formulated in the -- - 

I  

understanding and appreciat- 
of approx. 10 zon of the fact that English is the working language 

million Cntarians. Although Canada is officially bilingual, neither 
English nor French is an official language of Ontario, In contrast, 
Quebec is officially unilingually French. Only one other Canadian 
province has declared itself one way or the other, viz., officially 
bilingual in the case of New Bnmswi ck where the mix is 70/30 English/ 
Acadian French. However, all jurisdictions, provincial and territorial, 
endorse the provisions of the 1969 Official Languages Act requiring 
bilingualization within all federal facilities, utilities, agencies, 
lands, reserves, harbours, airports, Indian Reserves (First Nations), 
national parks, etc., within the provinces and territories. Affected 
are all prose-text applications, publications, instrments in writing, 
such as reports, brochures, signase, regulations, statutes (e.g. Terr- 
itorial Division Acts). Ontariofs new language legislation specifically 
addresses the linguistic-cultural needs and aspirations of its Franco- 
Warians. 

Consistent with naming polioies in place with toponymic authorities 
across Canada, including unilingual Quebec and bilingual New Brunswick, 
Ontario subscribes to United Nations endorsed (1st Conf. R. IV) principle 
of univocity in geographical names treatment. Though not specifically 
clear in the 1967 definition (R.4 National Standardization, Rec.C) 
which reads “(vi) Avoidance of more than one name for one feature”, 
is understood to mean that ‘one ge’ reads as ‘one official name’ or 
‘one aclmwledged name’ 

Ontario sits as a member of the Canadian Permanent Committee on Ceograph- 
ical Names (CPCN. The post has traditionally been occupied by the Ont- 
ario Surveyor General, who also sits ex officio on the Ontario Ceograph- 
ic Names Board. The policies! principles, procedures and rationale en- 
dorsed by the CPCCN are predicated upon the specific requirements ident- 
ified as prerequisite to achieving effective and cost-effective present- 
ation of infomation on maps - 
W&s try (Natural Resources). 

the formula fully subscribed to by the 

blINISIERIAL GUIDELINES (1988-91) ’ 

1. ‘The MJR’guidelines came into force in 1988 for new mapping, & 
for maps in print or being printed. They were implemented when 
other revisions were required, or programmed as part of a 
routine revision cycle. - 

2. The 
by t.K 

olicies, ‘principles and procedures established and endorsed 
e Cntar$o Geographic Names Board employed in the tre+ncnt 

of geographical names shall be respected. 

3. The compilation, design’and production of official maps intend- 
ed for public distribution by Land G Resource Information Branch 
(Surveys, Mapping B Remote Sensing Br. in 1988) shall be in 
accord with the recommendations of the Branch Bilingual Mapping 
Policy DcvCQment Cm&tee with particular reference to 
trea~tment: of cartographic symbology, toponymy qnd textual annot- 
3ticm* 
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4. Consistent with, and by and with the authority of 
the Branch Hanagcment Committee, based on the 
recomendations of the Branch Bilingual Mapping 
Policy Development Connnittee (1988), 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

The Branch will not endorse or authorize 
translations of geographical names officially 
approved and established in and sanctioned 
by local usage, which would have the 
effect of altering the orthographic form 
of names already recognized and recorded 
by the Ontario Geographic Names Board, 
and approved by the bNR Minister, under 
the Ontario Geographic Names Board Act, 
R.S,O. 1980, c.335. 

hly the orthographic forms recognized 
and approved as sanctioned by local usage 
for geographical names by the Ontario Geog- 
raphic Names Board shall be used in offiual 
maps and gazetteers produced by the Branch 
by and with the authority of the OCNB. 

Translations provided by Ontario government 
translators of OCiNB recognized and Minister 
(MNR) approved names used in official prose- 
text applications (e.g. statutes, regulations, 
reports, map-surrounds and legends, . etc.) 
shall be treated’ as translations, not as 
geographical names. . 

Symbology authorized by’ the Br&h &RI) for 
official maps intended for public distribut- 
ion shall be rrevised and upgraded to permit, 
where practicable as infomation, and feasible 
as cartography, the transposition of existing 
descriptive terms, labels, annotations, explan- 
atory notes, with the exception of initials 
and abbreviations established, adopted and 
treated as acronymic symbols, and similar forms 
of map-face narrative or annotated figure, to 
the map-surround (margin) and lcgcnd in English- 
F?ench text. 

Bilingual treatment of Branch produced official 
maps, involving translation of the generic, or 
generic and specific components of officially 
approved names, whose use is governed by naming 
authorities other than the OCNB, shall. be in 
accordance with the recomndations and decisions 
of th3t authority (eel-g. Parks, Conservation 
Authorities, etc.) respecting toponyV&c treatment 
of maps produced by the Brarich. 
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4.6 All new symbology designed for future official 
IJU Branch produced maps shall be in accord 
with Branch Bilingual Mapping Policy Development 
Cm&tee specifications, and subject to the 
collective approval of Thematic tid Topographic 
Mapping (Provincial Mapping Office), Drafting 
(Crown Parcel), and the Ontario Centre for Remote 
Sensing (Geographical Information Services). 

4.7 Established and OGNB approved abbreviations of 
such officially approved names as are deemed by 
cartographers too long to be depicted on certain 
U?I [fomerly Surveys, Mapping and Remote Sensing) 
Branch maps where space contraints preclude use 
of the complete. name, shall be so authorized. 
Example: full official name: Xmtuboahegan River 
(Cochrane Diet.). OGNB approved short forms of 
same official name: either Kmztuboahegan R., or 
simply, Kwztaboahegan. Unless so endorsed by the 
OGNB, the French form, Riu. Xwtaboahegan, is not 
an authorized abbreviation. 

Michael B:Smart (Ontario) 
United States of Amzica/Canada Division 
November 3, 1291 


